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HITTING THE MARK 

              Erev  Shabbos Parashas Ki Sisa, Parashas Parah 5783  

Dear Parents, 

In raising and guiding our children, we are occasionally prone to misjudging the severity or even relevance of their actions and behavior.  We may 

focus on one particular misdeed and fail to see the overall picture that should receive far more attention than one isolated action.  We can learn a 

lesson in how to avoid such a misguided perspective, from analyzing Moshe Rabbeinu’s behavior 

at the incident of the Eigel HaZahav, the Golden Calf.  

 

Numerous Meforshim, commentators, raise the following question:  Why did Moshe Rabbeinu only 

break the Luchos, the tablets, once he came down from the mountain and actually saw with his own eyes, the Jewish People dancing around the 

Eigel?   Hashem had already told Moshe that the Bnei Yisrael had made the Eigel while he was still up on the mountain.  What further proof could 

Moshe have required more than Hashem himself, the Ultimate in truth, having told Moshe what was transpiring?  Did Moshe, Chas V’Sholom, need to 

be an eyewitness to prove what he heard from Hashem?   

 

HaRav Zalman Sorotzkin, zt’l in Sefer Oznaim LaTorah on Shemos (22:19) answers as follows:  When Hashem told Moshe that the people had deviated 

from the ways of Hashem and had made an eigel, Moshe thought that the act of building and serving the eigel in and of itself was not the absolute 

worst aveira.  He would go to the people, show them the Luchos he had just received and they would be inspired to stop serving the eigel and return 

to Moshe.  However, what he actually witnessed was the people dancing and celebrating the avoda zara that they had made.  Once Moshe saw that 

it was not merely their action, but it was their attitude that was misguided, he realized Klal Yisrael needed `shock therapy’ to change their behavior. 

He therefore took the shocking step of smashing the Luchos in their presence to bring them back to their senses. 

 

Moshe Rabbeinu understood that the real issue was not the Jewish People’s behavior, it was their attitude.  Anyone can make a mistake, anyone can 

be seized by foolishness and act willfully in a way they know is wrong. Anyone can commit an aveira.  Hashem has given us the blessing of Teshuva 

for such situations.  What Teshuva cannot help atone for is an aveira that one commits due to an 

inappropriate and still unchanged attitude.  

 

This dichotomy applies as well to children. We need to distinguish between childish misbehavior perhaps due to selfishness, impulsiveness, mood or 

immaturity and between a real attitude that permeates the child’s way of thinking.  We often react emotionally to a child’s misdeed and immediately 

punish for a particular action or lack of action. We see the broken toy, the crying sibling, we hear the cruel or inappropriate word and take the child 

to task for it.  We may be missing the point entirely.   

 

When considering how to react to misbehavior (and yes, we should always `consider’ before enacting consequences) we must look beyond the 

present incident and analyze if perhaps this is part of a pattern.  Maybe the child expressed something a week ago. Could this incident be reflective of 

those thoughts and ideas?  Are there other aspects to the child’s behavior that can shed light on what is transpiring right now? What’s the story and 

the mindset behind the story? 

 

We need to understand our children and why they are behaving in the ways they are. Are our 

reactions and consequences hitting the mark, or might we be guilty of the proverbial “rearranging 

the deck chairs on the Titanic” – an exercise in futility in light of the bigger picture?  In fact, we might be doing more than just being ineffective – we 

may actually be making things worse. 

 

As our children grow older, there are more and more identifiable reasons as to why they do what they do. By moving beyond the specific 

`misdemeanor’ and trying to see a fuller picture, we can get to the root of what is making our child tick and truly fulfill our parental role of guiding, 

inspiring and educating our children to follow and live B’Derech Hashem.  

 

Best wishes for a `big picture’ Shabbos, 

 

 
Rabbi Kalman Baumann 
Principal 
 

“Why did Moshe Rabbeinu only break the 

Luchos, the tablets, once he came down 

from the mountain…?” 

“…he realized Klal Yisrael needed `shock 

therapy’ to change their behavior.” 

“We see the broken toy, the crying sibling, 

we hear the cruel or inappropriate word 

and take the child to task for it.” 
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To Rabbi and Mrs. Benguigui and 

family on the recent bar mitzva of 

their son, Moshe! 

Lost and Found 

Spring Forward! 

Chaim Shmuel Ben Leah Yocheved 

Binyomin Simcha ben Adina Minya 

Mina Yehudis bas Masuda Marsel 

Nuta Moshe ben Sarah  

Yitzchok Mordechai ben Malka 

HaRav Chesriel Yosef ben Dalish Rivka 

Meir Nachum ben Salhah 

Refael Avraham Meir ben Zelda Baila 

Yisroel Yitzchak ben Chana Gittel 

Chaya Adina Malka bas Chana Gittel 

Reva Braindel bas Miriam 

Chava Devorah bas Chana Malka 

Our lost and found bin is growing!  

All unclaimed items will be thrown 

away or considered hefker after April 

1st. Please encourage your child to go 

to the office to find his or her lost items.  

Sunday, March 12 

Daylight Savings Begin 

Turn clocks forward 1 

hour at 2:00 AM 

The Mission of the Greater Miami Jewish 

Federation is to mobilize human and       

financial resources to care for those in 

need, strengthen Jewish life and advance 

the unity, values and shared purpose of 

the Jewish people in Miami, in Israel and 

around the world. 

 

Our students learned about some of the 

many things Federation does for our   

community and Klal Yisroel.          

(Attached picture of an in-class lesson                 

about Federation) 

Greater Miami Jewish Federation  

This coming Sunday, March 12,                

is Federation's Annual Super Sunday  

community wide phone-a-thon. Parents 

are asked to volunteer. Register at this 

link  https://jewishmiami.org/super2023/. 

Tizku L'Mitzvos! 
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Girls Pre-Purim Talent Show 

Surprise 5th Grade Song 

As our fifth grade year continues to move on 

Imagine from these hallways, soon we will be gone 

Every single memory in our hearts we hold so dear 

there is so much that we gained from learning here 

 

Our moros and our teachers, no words can thank you 

loving, kind, and caring, devoted to what you do 

Even when we move on, and will soon be apart 

Toras Emes is forever in our heart 

 

Toras Emes you should know 

that we love you so 

you’ve helped us to reach higher and to grow 

We will always be together 

we’re all one family 

not just now, but for eternity!   
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Soaring Tefillos 

5G-2: Enjoying their reward of an ice cream party with Miss Privalsky, their davening teacher. 

 

3G-3: Mrs. Heisler’s 

class got to "purchase" 

items to create 

Mishloach Manos for 

themselves using tickets 

earned in class.  

4G-3: Mrs. Kahn’s girls 

made a checklist together 

of all the mitzvos of Purim. 

The girls checked off what 

they completed and brought 

it back to school to share 

with each other. Their 

smiles say it all! 
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ART 

Purim Play by 3G 

On Shushan Purim, 3G-4 put on a Purim story play for the other third and fourth grade classes . They did a great job! 
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Special Visitor and Bingo 

The girls in second grade celebrated National Anthem Day on Friday, March 3. N. Miami Beach Commissioner Fortuna Smukler      

recited the Pledge of Allegiance and recited the Star Spangled Banner along with the girls and then spoke about how important it is to 

appreciate living in a country where we are free to practice our religion. She asked the girls to draw pictures about National Anthem 

Day and offeed to return again to speak to the girls. It was a very special day! 

3G3: Mrs. Heisler’s class played Kriah bingo. They created their own bingo boards with Kriah cards they had to copy onto their own boards. It was 

such a fun way to practice! Thank you to Rivka Meirov and her parents for sending in a snack that was distributed to the bingo winners and then to all 

the girls.   
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 CARNIVAL שושן פורים
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 CARNIVAL שושן פורים
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Siyum Celebration 

4B-3: Rabbi Alcabes’s talmidim made a siyum on Parshas Vayeishev. All the boys brought in snacks. Moshe 

Shapiro spoke and they played a game. Mazel Tov! 

ART 



Create a World  

of Kindness 

 ~ עולם חסד יבנה ~

 At this week's Erev Shabbos Assembly/Kindness Club Meeting, we introduced our next chessed of "Hachnosas Kallah".   
It literally means "bringing the Kallah" into marriage. In the times of the Gemara this meant actually walking with the kallah to her 
wedding celebration. We discussed that this mitzvah mainly includes the following: 
* Bringing simcha to a kallah, especially at a wedding that is not well attended. 
* Making sure a kallah has her financial needs taken care of in order to get married and set up her home.   
 We will be discussing more next week as well as hearing some personal stories from our Moros and teachers who       
benefitted from Hachnosas Kallah in some way.   
 
Bio of a Baal Chessed 
Rabbi Moshe Isserles was the Rav of Cracow, Poland in the 1500's.  He is widely known as the "Rama" and is famous for his   
explanations on the Shulchan Aruch, which are the basis for much of the Halacha that we follow today.  What is lesser known 
about him is that he was very wealthy and was a tremendous Baal Tzeddakah. One Friday afternoon, a wedding was scheduled to 
take place in Cracow between two poor orphans. Last minute, the Chosson wanted to cancel the wedding because they did not 
have enough money for it. The Kallah was heartbroken! The townspeople rushed to the Rama right before Shabbos, asking him 
what to do. He told them to go ahead with the wedding immediately and that he would pay for all the expenses. 
 
Chap a Chessed! 
There are SO many Hachnosas Kallah organizations that exist all over the world. Share the name of one with us and which     
community it serves.  We will print a list of these for the next newsletter.   
Yasher Koach to Leah Pomper and Avital Umlas for guessing correctly that we would be focusing on Hachnosas Kallah next.  
Thank you to everyone who submitted a guess!  

Yaffa Serle  
Simi Ginsburg 

Leah Gil  
Leah Greenberg 

Sara Baila Tuchinsky 
Leah Pomper 
Talia Barouk 

Rebecca Rosenbaum 
Abigail Aboughanine 

Sara Brodman 
Devorah Brodman 

Abby Berkson 
Adina Leah Ben-

Hanan 
Chava Zaklikowski 

Ellie Soskin 
Sarah Miriam Ben-Hur 

Hadassah Mann 
Rikki Mann 

Aviva Laredo 
Yael Laredo 

Danielle Lidsky 

Mindee Lidsky 
Avital Umlas 
Bracha Zvida 
Avital White 
Mia Chames 
Chavi Soskin 
Liel Baruch-El 

Ella Gruner 
Batsheva Chana 

Galandauer 
Ariella Davis 

Shaylee Barda 
Ruth Bucay 

Yehudis Labrie 
Tehila Kahn 

Rachel Goldman 
Mazal Benlolo 

 
Raffle Winners 
Simi Ginsburg 
Mindee Lidsky 
 Yael Laredo  

Kindness Club Stars 

Granny’s Hotline: 

863-345-2036 

Shira Assulin Simi Ginsburg 

Leah Gil 



To register visit MachaneMiami.org
For more information call Machane Miami at  

786-506-9071 or email info@machanemiami.org

The most fun you  
can have in the sun!

Rabbi Noach and Reena Rabovsky, 
Camp Directors

New  

Extended 

Camp  

Dates!

  One carpool for all your children!
  Busing from Miami Beach, Surfside, and Hollywood!
  Hot Lunch program available!
  Amazing trips and exciting programming!

  3 Camp Divisions: Preschool Division, Girls Division,  
Boys Division!
  Machane Miami Extreme for campers entering 5th,  
6th and 7th grade! Two trips per week and one major  
trip per session!

Session 1: June 19th – July 14th

Session 2: July 17th – August 10th

Camp Dates: June 19th - August 10th

is back for 
Machane MiamiMachane MiamiMachane Miami

Summer 2023Summer 2023Summer 2023 Early Bird  Special Rate  
Ends February 28th!
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